Keystone 86mm X 86mm
Faceplate Kit

S P E C I F I CAT I O N S H E E T

specifications
The 86mm X 86mm faceplate kit shall include a faceplate bezel and
two 25mm X 50mm sloped inserts with spring shuttered doors. Each
insert shall include a label pocket with a hinged label cover and label
to ensure proper identification. Faceplate shall accept up to two
standard Keystone modules. Faceplate shall be available in white
and shall include two mounting screws.

technical information
Mounting options:

Faceplate bezel employs two mounting screw holes. Two 25mm X 50mm
inserts easily snap into the faceplate bezel.

Number of ports:

2-port configuration

Packaging:

Includes 86mm X 86mm faceplate bezel, (2) 25mm X 50mm sloped,
shuttered inserts, labels, and (2) m3.5 X 25mm mounting screws.

Material:

Bezel and adapter are made of ABS material

key features and benefits
Modular

Keystone Modules snap in and out for easy moves, adds and changes

Sloped ports

45° ports facilitate cable flow and provide more cable room

Spring-loaded
shutter

Keeps jacks protected from dust and debris when not in use.

Labeling capability

Includes label pocket that allow ports to be properly identified

applications
Panduit Keystone Faceplates offer an aesthetic
solution that complements work areas, while
offering various features that enhance
functionality by offering modularity and flexibility.
Will support copper, fiber and audio/video
applications.
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As part of a global workstation outlet solution
offered by Panduit. Each 25mm X 50mm insert
features spring-shuttered doors that remain
closed when connections are not in use to protect
them from dust and debris. Built-in label pocket
enable easier identification for lower cost
maintenance.

86mm x 86mm Faceplates
White:

KFPL88S2SWH

Keystone Shielded Jack Modules
Jack Module:

KJS6X88TC
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Dimensions are in inches. [Dimensions in brackets are metric].
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